Maths

Lines and Surfaces: Straight lines and
curves, flat surfaces
Shapes and Patterns:
2D shapes, 3D shapes, making patterns
Graphs: Reading picture graphs, making
picture graphs
Written methods for addition and
subtraction

Music
Listen to me: expert Music teaching
provided by Hampshire Music Service – this
term we are learning to play the ukulele.

English
Guided Reading:
Maple – ‘The Iron Man’ by Ted Hughes
and ‘How to Train your Dragon’ by
Cressida Cowell
Lime – ‘How to Train your Dragon’ by
Cressida Cowell and ‘Ugg’ by Raymond
Briggs.
Fiction: Suspense narrative
Non-fiction: Discussion texts
Cross Curricular Writing:
Typing on our PowerPoint
presentations, writing explanations in
Science

Computing
Presentation Media
How can we add slides and change our layout?
How can we add text to a slide and format it?
How can we add pictures or clip art to a slide?
How can we present our slideshow and reorder
slides?

Science
Plants
What are the parts of a flowering plant and
what are they for?
What do plants need to grow?
Do some plants need different environments to
grow?
How is water transported within plants?
What is the life
cycle of a plant?

Year 3 – Summer 1
How similar are the Amazon and the river Ems?

PDL

In Someone Else’s Shoes
How can we put ourselves in someone else’s
shoes?
Why is it important to listen to others?
How can we empathise with others?
Art
Drawing, Painting and Print Making
This half term’s Art will be led by the ‘growing
together’ gardening competition:
How can we use the skills we have learnt to
decorate a garden?
How can we link our decorations with this year’s
theme?
How can we plan and carry out our decoration?

Hook: Google maps investigation
Outcome: A tourist leaflet comparing the two rivers

SMSC
Social – thinking about ourselves and others in PDL (circle
time, discussion about ourselves and others), learning
about the importance of the Bible and the Torah to some
people in RE, discovering more about differences between
two rivers and how they are used by people in Geography.
Cultural – learning about the Bible and the Torah and
their impact on religion, thinking about the differences
between two rivers in completely different parts of the
world.
Spiritual – Reflection in PDL and RE during circle time
and P4C, reflecting on ours and other’s creations in Art.
Moral – Being in someone else’s shoe in PDL, discussing
the impact that the Bible and the Torah have on Christian
and Jewish people’s lives, conducting a fair test in
Science.

RE

Authority of the Bible and
Torah
What does authority mean?
How does the Bible have
authority for Christians and
is it important?
How do Jewish people use
the Torah and is it
important?
What do books tell us to do
and why?

PE
Football: taught by expert skills coach from the FA.
Tennis
How can we improve our grip, ball familiarisation, forehand
and backhand basics?
What skills are needed to apply forehand accurately?
What skills are needed to apply backhand swing accurately?
What skills are needed to serve accurately?
How can I apply al my learnt skills effectively?

Geography:

How similar are the Amazon and the River Ems?
What is the Amazon?
What is the River Ems?
How similar are the Amazon and the Ems?
What do we know about the water cycle?

